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GOMMISSION  REPORT  ON  THE.ECONOMIC  SITUATION 
OF  THE  MILK  AND  MILK  PRODUCTS  SECTOR  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
Since the date  on  which  single market  organizations for milk  and  milk 
products  and  for beef and  veal were  to be  introduced was  rapidly approaching, 
the Commission  submitted its proposals for regulations governing these  products 
and  a  report  on the  economic  situation of the milk and milk products sector in 
the Community  to the Council of Ministers.  The  Council began its examination 
of this report  and  the associated proposals at its meeting on  22~23 January 
and continued its discussions at  subsequent  meetings. 
The  Commission's  reasons for submitting this document  to the Council 
were  as  follows: 
(a)  To  e~-hle the Council to study the present  market  situation and  future 
tre11<'.  . ; 
(b)  To  JCT~·r-ose  a  series of measures to reduoe existing surpluses  in this 
secto1'; 
{c)  To  assess the cost of a  common  milk policy. 
The  Commission'a~intention was  that  the report  should  provide  background 
material for the  regulations dealing with the  common  market  organizations. 
Part  A 
Part B 
Part  C 
The  report  is divided into three parts: 
(i)  surveys the present  market  situation and discusses the factors 
which  have  caused it; 
(ii)  forecasts the  probable  trends of production,  external trade 
and  consumption in the years  immediately following the estab-
lishment  of the  single market. 
( i)  reviews the  measures  which can be taken under Regulation Uo.l3/ 
64/CEE  and  in accordance with the decisions of July 1966  to 
reduce  the  sizeable  surpluses which now  exist; 
(ii)  estimates the cost of applying these measures in the 1968/69 
marketing year. 
( i)  estimates the ovorall coat of the common  milk policy. 3 
Having  submitted this report to the Council,  the Commission  indicated 
that  the  measures contemplated in it were  only designed to keep the volume 
of existing stocks of dairy produce  within bounds.  It reserved the right to 
submit  proposals for more  detailed structural measures designed to  lessen the 
danger of  such  imposing surpluses being built up  in the future.  The  figures 
and  estimates contained  in the  report  can be  regarded as valid, assuming 
that  these  structural measures  are not  put  into effect,but they must  be 
treated with the  reserve  with which all calculations and estimates for 




Comments  on the  economic  situation of the milk and  milk  products sector 
in the  Community 
The  present  situation 
The  first part  of this Chapter deals with the present-day situation. 
It begins with  some  remarks  about  the dairy cow  population which has 
changed very little between 1960 and  1966;  it has been fairly stable on  the 
\<Yhole  despite variations in 1963  and  1964.  The  EEC 's dairy cow  population 
only increased  from  21.3 million in 1960 to  22.1 million in 1967.  In the 
same  period however  milk production and deliveries to creameries went  up  quite 
considerably.  Total EEC  production of.cow!a milk  r~se from  63  million tons in 
1960  to  72.5  million tone  in 1967.  Even  more  remarkable  is the  increase in 
deliveries to creameries,which  jumped  from  -41.2 million to 53.5· million tons 
in the  same  period.  The  significance of these three trends will be  more  ole~rly 
seen if they are translated into.index numbers.  Taking  ~960.as t~e b~se year,the 
dairy cow  population,  milk production and deliveries to creameries all equalling 
100,  the  following picture emerges: 
I 
I 
Dairy  Cows  I  Milk  Production  Deliveries 
'000 head  1960  =  100  '000 tone  1960  - 100  '000 tons 11960  ci  100 
1960  l 
21  367  100  63  053  100  41  217  100 
196-7  I  22  100  1.03  12  500  115  53  500  130 
I 
Let  us  now  analyse  tho  no  trends.  The  ~in  re~s.on for the 
in production is better yields;  the Community  average  for yield per oow  has 









are due  to progress in animal breeding techniques and to the  growing use  of concen-
trated feeds.  In the ten-year period from  1957  to 1967  the  feeding of concentr0 • ·  .  .,. 
to cattle. jumped  from  2 million tons to six or seven million tons  of  feeding cake  a 
other vegetable protein feeds.  Deliveries to creameries however  increased more  tL  ..  :~ 
...  I ... - 5 
production.  The  explanation for this may  well  lie· in a  whole  series of develop- J  -~ 
mente  which  were  a  feature  of these ten years;  these  included a  reduction in  ~ 
consumption on  the  farm,  the fact  that  less milk is being processed on  :  :~,0  farm 
and above  all the considerable fall-off in the  amount  of whole  mi llc  f c.1  i,c)  G' j.ves. 
This last trend  is borne  out by the  growing use  of skim milk powder  and vcg0table 
fats  in the manufacture  of compound  animal  feedingstuffs. 
Tho  Community  was  virtually self-sufficient in milk produds by the  end 
of 1964;  from  1965  onwards  it became  a  net  exporter of both  f3.T,  ;~~:  .. :  :;  ·  ·~-~ 
milk products.  Exports  in 1967  are likely to be  in the region of  3  mL:..ll~~1 tons 
of  skim milk and  100  000  tons of fats. 
Degree  of  P?if·-oufficixncy  ~s %  of totn.l internal con~i2!!, 
1961  1962  1963  1964  I 
1965  11966 
Fats  ..........  102.4  100.0  100.1  100.1  104.3  104.3 
Non-fat  products  101.9  101.9  100.6  98.9  101.9  103.6 
Consumption  of milk  products per head of the  population has remained 





(in kg per head) 
Liquid  milk  Condensed  milk  Butter  Cheese 
' 
1960 
'  100.9  ).3  6.0  8.0 







The  increase in overall consumption is therefore  only partly due  to  increased 
consumption per head;  it is mainly due  to population growth. 
Difficulties in the milk and  milk products  sector arise above all in connecti ,': 
with butter.  Because  of its special  characteristic~ support  measures  have  been  ~ 
introduced for this product:  in the first  place  1  butter can be  stored qui  to  SUCL  Js .. 
.  . .  I ... .- 6 
fully and  in the  second  place it is one  way  of using milk fats.  Since  everything 
points to the persistence of these conditions in the years ahead,  the Commission 
decided to carry out  a  particularly thorough investigation of the butter market 
situation. 
Up  to 1964  thore was  a  substantial degree of balance betviccn  sup:?lY  rend  demand 
on  tho  butter market.  Stocks at  the end  of each marketing year wereraround  50  000 
to 60  000  tons and  did not  present  any great  problem.  From  1965  onwards  however 
stocks carried forwardat  the end  o~ each  ~r~~ti~  :t'}lar;  gr,e~ steadig.  Furthermore, 
coinciding with- the  iilore'S.se  in deliveries of milk,  there were  two  other developments 
which  added  to the build-up of stocks: 
(a)  Consumption  per head remained  stationary 
(b)  Production increased. 
On  the first point it must  be  remembered  that it was  only because butter was 
sold at reduced prices that consumption did not  plummet.  This trend can be  assess8d  1 
from  the figures given in tho table below. 
Butter consumption  (in kg per heid) 
'  1962  1966 
' 
c 
!Belgium  8.70  7.90 
(FR)  9.00 
- 8.40  Germany 
France  8.1  9.30 
Italy  1.9  1.8 
Luxembourg  11.8  9.8 
The  Netherlands  4-7  4-4 
Overall Community  production remained stationary until the end  of 1964,  and 
then increased by approximately 180  000  tons \etween 1964  and 1967. 
Butter:  Community  production 
(in  '000 tons) 
1962  1963  1964  1965  1966  1967 
1  142  1  159  1  149  1  230  1  245  1  330 
... ; ... 7 
The  Member  States then concentrated all their efforts on  exporting 
butter and  on  improving the disposal of supplies  on  the home  market.  This,  :> 
however,  did not  prevent  a  considerable  increase in etocks,which were  nearing 
150  COG  tons by 1 April 1968.  1 
Brought  forward 
Increase  in the 
"  "  "  ,,  " 
II 
"  " 
II 
Total at  1  April 
Butter:  Community  Stocks 
from  the  1963/64 marketing year 
1964/65  marketing year 
1965/66 marketing year 
1966/67  marketina year 
1967/68  marketing~ear (estimate) 
1968  (estimate)  approximately 









·At  the  sa~  'tiirie" there  l-18.B  a  sharp increase in the production of skim  milk 
powder.  Total EEC  production  jumped  from  256  000  to 834  000  tone  in the period 
1960-1966;  producti"n for 1967·is ·estimated at 1  000  000  tone.  This did not  cause 
any  serious disturbance of the  market,howeve~thanke to the developments which 
coincided with the  increase in production,  namely,  the replacement  of whole  milk 
by other feeds  for oalves snd an increase in exports to  non~mber  countries~  · · 
2.  Outlook 
The  second part  of this Chapter deale with the  outlook for the  sector in 
the years ahead. 
The  Conununity's dairy cow  population will continue to develop along the 
same  lines as today.  The  yield per animal will increase in step with progress in 
breeding and  nutrition techniques.  The  resultant  increase in production will 
however  be  lese than the increase in deliveries.  Assuming that future  EEC 
deliveries increase to the  level now  reached  in the Netherlands and Luxembourg 
and  that production is in the region of 72.5 million tons  (1967),  65  million tons 
would  be delivered to  creamerie~ instead of the present  53.5 million tons  • 
.  .  .  I ... In the years ahead,  therefore, it is reasonable to expect-that,even if 
there is no  change  in the dairy oow  population,production will increase and this 
will be  reflected in additional quantities of whole  milk varying from  1  to  3 
million tons.  An  outlet will have to be  found  for this quite considerable 
~antity and prospects here are not  altogether gloomy.  This  seems  to bo 
f''upported  by tho fact  that despite price  increases in recent  years,  consumption 
r  has  remained relatively stable.  Even if prices rise further in the future  •  and this is quite possible in view of the fairly high target  price of 10.30 u.a. 
for milk - tbta.l consumption of milk  pTodu.ets  may  still increase.  A:sswn:£ng 
that the an:riual  population increase is 0.9%,  it is conceivable that total 
consumption oould  go  up by 600  000 to 1  000 000 tons eaoh year. 
The  prospects for marketing skim milk powder are quite favourable  too. 
Consumption of this product as animal  feed will.  ~oubtedly increaee but  p~oduction 
is certain to outstrip constimption.  The  potential of the milk processing· indus-
tries is such that production, which had been expanding by 50  000 tons per year 
up to  1964,  has been increasing by 150 000 t'ons  e~h year since then.  Further-
more,  world market  prices are falling.  This  means that exports will be possible 
only if increasingly high refunds are paid. 
A market  will be  found  for sufficiently large quantities of these  products 
in non-member countries a.l  though it will mean  a  financial  sacrifice for the 
Community.  Competition is growing and now  competitors,  particularly the countries 
of Eastern Europe,  have been charging exceptionally low prices with a.  view to  break-~ 
ing into the market. 
In the  past  the Commission,  wishing to prevent  the  formation of large  surplt 1 ~"::> 
which  could have  serious economic  a.nd  financial consequences,  has: 
(a)  Refused,  an the  whole,to grant aid from the. :EAGGF  to milk dcying· plants; 
...  ; ... (b)  Included a  prov1s1on in the draft  of the Vlth Community  programme  (for 
the  improvement  of the  structure of the dairy industry) stating that  ]' 
such  plants will be  financed  in exceptional oases only; 
( c )  Proposed  to the Council that,  as from  the date  of introduction of the 
single  market  for this product,  liquid skim  milk returned to the  farm 
should benefit  from  subsidies equal to,  if not  higher than,  those  paid  f 
to. skim  milk powder  for animal  feed. 
The  situation on  the butter market  is somewhat  different.  If future 
milk  surpluses  cont~nue to  go  into the manufacture of butter or butyric fats, 
.,. 
the additional quantity of whole  milk available for conversion into these two 
products will vary,  depending on  weather condittonst  between nil and  2 million 
tons.  This  would  mean  that an additional quantity of  butter varying between nil 
and  85  000  tons  would  be  on  the  market  each year.  Calculations have  shown  that 
tho  most  likely figure  would  be  approximately 40  000  tons  each year.  It will 
be difficult to find  outlots for this additional butter on  the Community  market, 
particularly at prices corresponding to an intervention price of.roughly DM  7 
per kg.  He  have  already seen that butter oonsumptoon is stationary despite tho 
fact  that prices have  not  yet  reached this level. 
One  problem arising in this connection is the relationship between the price 
for butter and  the price for other competing fats,  particularly margarine.  Unless 
something is done  about  this in future  the  relationship between these prices is 
bound  to  lead to a  further deterioration in the  market  position of butter.  If, 
however,  as  seems  probable,  the Community  price for margarine  is aligned  on  the 
Dutch  price,  it will than equal a  ~1arter of the price for butter. 
\lie  have  estimated butter stocks at  1  April 1968  as being in the  region of 
150  000  tons;  a  surplus of approximately 70  000  tons is expected at the  end  of 
the  1967/68  marketing year.  Assuming that: 
(1) 
(2) 
Measures  to be  adopted  in relation to liquid milk bring butter surpluses 
dmm  by  20  000  tons as from  the  1968/69  marketing year; 
Surpluses  increase by at  least  40  000  tons each marketing year, - 10  -
it can be  expected that the  following quantities of butter will be  on hand  at 





90  000  tone 
130  000  It 
170  000  " 
210  000  " 
This calculation also assumes  that this trend will remain steady at least 
untillthe end of 1971/72.  The  basis for this assumption are, first,  the  poor 
elasticity of those  types of produotion which are anima.l  in origin,- particularly 
those based on cattle, and,  second,  the fact  that  farmers are  gea~ed toWa~~ 
butter production.  ·  ·  · 
If we ,consider that,  in the first marketing year following the introduction 
of the  single market,  butter surpluses will amount  to at least 90  000  tons,  and  if 
we  assess the difficulty of placing this on  the world market  in all the  forms  now 
possible,  it is easy to see that marketing the  150  000  tons of butter in store card-ed 
forward  from  previous marketing years. will be  a  rather difficult business and that 
it might  therefore be best if these  stocks could be  disposed of in three lots of 
50 000 tons. 
This would  give  the  following figures: 
Surplus at the end  of the 1968/69  marketing year ..  90 000 
plus:  one  third of stocks at 1.4.68  ..  .  .  50  000 
140  000 
Surplus at the  end  of the 1969/70 marketing year .  . .  .  ..  130  000 
plus:  one  third of stocks at 1.4.68  ••  .  .  .  .  • •  50  000 
180  000 
Surplus at  the  end  of the 1970/71  marketing year  • •  ••  .  .  170  000 
plus:  one  third of stocks at  1.4.68  ••  • •  • •  ••  • •  50  000 
220  000 
Surplus at the  end  of the  1971/72  marketing year  ••  ..  210  000 
If none  of the  measures  proposed by the Commission  is in fact  adopted, 
the 1971/72  marketing year will open with a  butter surplus of approximately 
540  000  tons. 
It is obvious that the cost  of  otoring these huge  butter surpluses is 
quite high;  furthermore there·is a  real danger of placing butter at a  disadvantage 
...  I ... 11 
in the eyes of the consumer because  1  since  stocks must  be renewed  the public  wilL~) 
be  getting more  and  more  butter from  cold stores.  The  cost  of storing a  single 
ton of butter for  one  year is somewhere  between 425  and  450  u.a.;  this produces 
a  par::.do:-cical  cituation in which  storage costs for three years equal the value  of,-. 
tho  prod.wt.  A simple calculation shows  that  the cost  of storing 150  000  tons  of 
butter for one  marketing year alone amounts  to more  thnn  65  million u.a.  It is . 
unthinkable however to store butter without  making an effort to find  a  market  fort 
it somewhere. 
Apart  from  the  structural measures  which  are to be  taken but  which cannot  be 
expected to influence production as a  whole  in the  short-term,  attention should be 
devoted  to all possible ways  and means  of reducing existing stocks.  Steps taken 
in this direction will not,  of course,  solve the structural problems  of the milk 
sector;  on  the other  hand,  structural measures  on their own  will not  solve the 
problem of marketing the  surpluses already formed.  The  following measures will 
therefore be  taken at  one  and  the  same  ti~e: 
(1)  Structural measures  to reduce  the possibility of butter surpluses building 
up  in the  future; 
(2)  Transitional measures  to make  it possible to reduce existing surpluses. 
Measures  coming under this second category are examined  in this report • 
.  .  .  I ... 1? 
B.  Review ·or  measures to promote  the marketing of milk fats in the years ahead 
These  can be divided into two  groups.  The  first comprises a  series of 
measures to  increase butter sales by lowering prices;  the  second  group  of measures 
arc  intended to reduce butter production.  Under  the price-cutting measures it is 
proposed  to have  recourse to at  least  four different  ways  of encouraging increased 
consumption.  •  ' 
Obviously,  a  m~_re varied presentation of butter on  the  market  would  make  it 
possible  to reach  sections of the community  who  do  not  eat butter regularly but  are 
potential consumers.  Provision has  therefore been made  for the  following action 
(estimates refer to the 1968/69  marketing year only): 
l.  The  sale at specified times  of the year of butter from cold stores at a 
lower price than fresh butter.  This step has already been taken by 
certain Member  States and has  given good  results.  The  operation is 
not  ~~thout its disadvantages.  Consumption of fresh butter will 
obviously suffer.  Furthermore,  these out-price sales must  not be 
allowed to occur too  frequently or the consumer will cease to buy the  ~~~., 
fresh  product,  On  the  other hand,  this measure  do~s make·it  possible to sell 
old butter stOcks or,  at  any rate,  to renew  them before they start to 
deteriorate. 
Estimatee:'o the  sale of  75  000  tons of oold  storage butter would  correspond 
the additional  ~rketing of 20  000 tons of butter· at a  total coat  of 
22  500  u.a.. 
2.  Utilization of butyric  fats for cooking. 
This product  offered for sale at  a  price  which  would  be competitive with 
that  for edible fats  from  other sources  should be clearly different  from 
fresh butter to reduce the risk of substitution to a  minimum.  It should 
have  the  following characteristics: 
(a)  Its consistency should be  such as to make  it difficult to  spread; 
(b)  It should be  pnckod  in such  D.  l'Tay  as to make  it cn.sily recognizable; 
(c)  It  should bee,.r  an identifying mark  to distinguish it from  fresh 
butter. 
Estimates:  The  additional butter disposed of in this way  should  amount  to 
27  500  tons;  the cost  would  be  43  750  u.a. 
.  .. I ... Utilization of butyric  fats by certain food  industries,  It is expected 
that quite  a  sizeable amount  of butter could be  disposed of in this 
way.  These  industries could use butter rather than other fats as an 
ingredient  in their products. 
~stimates:  Tho  additional amount  of butter sold  should  amount  to  30  000 
tons~  the  expenditure  involved in ensuring that butter could be  offered 
at a  price which  would  compare  favourably with other fats would  be  in the 
region of  43  750  u.a. 
f. 
4.  Sales of butter to specified sections of the  oommunit~  These  would  be 
sections of the community  who  are not  normally able to buy the fresh product 
because  the  price is too high.  The  Commission  is therefore thinking in 
terms  of selling butter at a  reduced price to institutions such as boarding-
schools,  barracks,  hospitals,  and  so  on  in an effort to dispose  of a  certain 
quantity.  There  are certain technical difficulties associated with  such 
sales which  mean  that this operation may  not  be  an easy one, 
Estimates:  The  additional quantity of butter·sold in this way  is unlikely 
to  exceed  10  000  tons  and  the cost  is estimated at  15  000  uoa. 
In connection with the  second  group  of measures  designed to reduce  ,_. 
butter production,  consideration is being given to the possibility of using 
milk  powder  with a  specified milk-fat content  in the manufacture  of compound 
animal feedingstuffs.  These  products are  gaining ground  in animal 
nutrition and this has meant  that  every year approximately 100  000  tons of 
butter are  produced  from  the butyric fats made  available by the use  of these 
milk substitutes.  To  profit from this growth  in consumption and at the 
) 
same  time  to prevent  a  parallel increase in butter production,  the possibility 
of  incorporating 6%  fat  in those  po\iiered milks  is being considered.  This 
means  that butyric fats will come  to replace other edible fats in the 
manufacture  of these  feedingstuffs,  to a  certain extent at  least.  As  for 
the  subsidy of 150 u.a.  per ton for  skim milk  powder  for animal feed  provided 
for in the Council's Resolution of 24  July 1966,  it is thought  that it may 
be  possible to increase this in proportion to the fat content  of the milk 
powder  thus  produced. I 
l 
14 
Forecasts:  Assuming that  200  000  tons  of powdered  milk  go  into the 
manufacture  of compound  animal feedingstuffs,  the  reduction in butter surpluses 
should be  in the  region of 52  500 tons;  the total cost  would  be  77  400 u.a. 
To  sum  up  then,  we  show  in a  single table the additional butter tonr..2.c;c 
disposed  of ns a  result  of the adoption of the  measures  outlined above  r\nd  the 










Measures  adopted  Tons  Cost  in 
1000  u.a. 
1) Sales at  reduced prices 
Butter fran cold stores  20  000  22  500 
Butter for cooking  27  500  43  750 
Butter for food  industries  30  000  43  750 
Butter for specified sections of  I 
the Community  10 000  15  000 
2)  Reducing production 
Incorporation of  6~ fat  in animal feed- 52  500  71  400 
ingstuffs 
140  000  202  400 
Average  cost  per 1  000  tons  - 1 445 
This  means  that  the cost  of disposing of 140  000  tons of butter during the  1°';
0 
· 
69  marketing year will be an estimated  200  million u.a.  Furthermore,  if \'te  refo · 
more  to the  possibility of dividing existing butter stocks into three  lots of 50  OG1 · 
tons each,  we  must  also consider the expenditure  involved  in storing the remaining 
100  000  tons during the  1968/69 marketing year;  this should cost  a  further  50 
million u.a. 
Expenditure  on  butter alone in the  1968/69 marketing year would  therefore 
be  as follows: 
(a)  Expenditure  on  disposing of 140  000  additional tons 
(b)  Cost  of storing 100  000  tons 
Total 
200  million u.a. 
50  million u.a. 
250  million u.a. 
Even  \vi th this expendi  t'J.l'e  all the Community  is doing is selling a  certain 
quantity of butter and  storing stocks.  It is expected that  in subsequent 
marketing years,  because  of  increased surpluses,  total expenditure \'nll be  in the 
region of  300 million u.a.  and  mny  exceed this as  from  1970/71. 
.  .. I ... 1"; 
C.  Counting the Cost 
Having examined  the  expenditure ar1s1ng in 
butter surpluses,  the report  goes  on  to consider 
the  common  policy for milk and  milk products. 
boi'nn  hy  th·~  Guarantee  Section of the  EAGGF  once 
~OTCQ. 
connection with the reduction of  .) 
the total burden of financing 
This  expenditure will have to be  .
1 
the milk regulations come  into 
On  tho basis of the figures  given total expenditure  would  be  in the  region  o~· 
800  million u.a., but this could fluctuate  slightly with the various factors which 
influence agriculture.  Nevertheless,  it is certain that  the  estimates in each 
case do  give a  valid indication of the extent  of the  expenditure  involved. 
~fuasures involving financial  expenditure are  broken down  into two  groups.  The  first 
covers those  introoucea under RegU.lation No.  13/64/CEEand. the  second,  those  adopted 
on  the basis of the Council's Resolution of July 1966. 
( i) 
(ii) 
The  two  groups are  made  up  as  follows: 








Seasonal buying-in of butter 
Measures to reduce  surpluses 
Export  refunds 
Total 
1966  Resolution 
Aid  to  skim milk for  animal  feed 
Aid  to casein production 
Support  measures  for Parmigiano 
cheese 
Total 
30  million u.a. 
250 
II  II 
260 
II  " 
540 
II  II 
223  million u.a. 
25  "  " 
12 
II  II 
2•'···. 
The  next  table  shows  this same  estimate  of expenditure  with  some  of the 
data used  in calculating the expenditure. 
...  I ... • 
lG 
·  Consumption  Amol.Ul.t  of  Expenditure 
Type  of expenditure 
1 Production  support  (in  ~'OOO 000 
Exports  (u.a.  per  u.a.) 
('000 tone)  100 kg) 
I)  Aid  to skim  milk 
Liquid  7  500  1  375  103 
Powder  Boo  15  120 
II)  Seasonal buying-in of butter  100  30  30 
III)  Butter disposal  - - 250 
IV)  Aid  to casein  40  62.50  25 
v)  Support  measures for  parml~ano 
cheese (milk utilized)  l  400  - 12 
VI)  Export  refpnds  4000  6.50  260 
-I  -
Boo  '  Total  I 
i  j 
Total expenditure is already high,  particularly when  compared  with 1967/68, 
when  butter nisposal measures cost  something like 48  million u.a.,  as against 
the  250  million u.a.  estimated for  1968/69.  It is expected that  expend.iture  wiJ: 
increase  further in subsequent  marketing years,  particularly because  of the  form0  • 
of structural surpluses.  If present  production and  consumption trends are  main·-
tained  - and  we  have  seen that  they are unlikely to change  in the  short-term at 
least -expenditure will  increase considerably and could readily amount  to 
somewhere  between  300  and  350  million u.a. 
We  must  not  forget  that vast  funds  will be  necessary to dispose  of surpluses  cf 
butter,  skim  milk and  skim milk powder. 
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The  Council debate  on  the regulations which  are to introduce the  single 
market  for milk and  for beef and veal began in January but continued beyond  the  ~ 
1 April deadline.  This  mean~ that the Community had to postpone the date  on  ~ 
vhich those regulations were  to come  into force. 
Provision was  theref"Ore  fua.de  for an additional ·period  of two  months 
during which  arrangements for the 1967/68  marketing year would  continue to apply. 
A decision on  the  milk and  beef and  veal regulations will have  to be  taken by 
31  May  1968  at the  latest. 
) 
The  difficulties which  came  to  light during the discussion of these  regula-
tions were  quite considerable and  much  remains to be  done  if an effective body  of 
common  regulat'ions is to be adopted for a  sector in which  there is considerable 
structural imbalance  and  where  conditions and  requirements vary from  one  country to 
the next. 
In an attempt  to  speed up  the discussions,  the Commission  submitted to the 
Council  of Ministers at their meeting on  25-27  March  1968,  a  group  of five draft 
resolutions,  four dealing vdth milk and  milk products,  the fifth with beef and  veal. 
The  four mflk prodUcts ·resolutions dealt  with: 
1)  Financing the common  agricultural policy; 
2)  Increased powers  for the European Parliament  in budgetary matters; 
3)  General  problems concerning the  future  of agriculture in the  Community1 
4)  Tha  target price and  support  measures for the  1968/69  milk year. 
X 








This resolution is based  on  three points: 
Butter stocks existing on  1  April 1968  were  formed  either during the 
transitional period or in the period immediately preceding it. 
The  figures  given above  show  this clearly.  Financial responsibility 
for disposing of these  stock~.shoulQ therefore be  partly borne  by  the 
Member  States in proportion to the quantities they hold  in store. 
Expenditure  involved  in tho  indispensable disposal of these  stocks can be 
estimated,  as we  have  seen,  at approximately 250  million u.a.  for the 
1968/69  marketing year if the methods  suggested in the Commission's 
report  were  used.  · 
Receipts  from taxation on  edible fats of vegetable'or marine  origin 
imported  or produced  in the  Community,  on which a  ceiling of 87.5 
million u.a., has been placed, would  reduce  the overall financial burden 
and  in particular the proportion of the  ~xpenditure to be borne by the 
EAGGF  and  shared amongst  the Member  States in accordance with the· fixed 
scale  of contributions.  ' 
On  the basis of these coneiderations,  the resolution provides for action: 
(a)  To  reduce  the costs  (250  million u.a.) of diJ!posing the existing  _ 
~'urpluses in the  milk  sector by 125 'million u.a..  This  amount  would  be 
paid directly by the }fumber  States,  each of which  would  be  responsible 
for a  sum  corresponding to the  proportion of total EEC  butter stocks it 
held  on  1  April 1968. 
(b)  To  confirm the text  of paragraph  (xi) of CoUllCil  Resolu:tiotl  128/64/CEE 
on the basio principles of the  common  organization of markets  in the 
fats  sector.  This  paragraph provides,  within the  framework  of the 
resolution referred to, for the "levying of a  charge  on·  edible vegetable 
fats  and  edible fats extracted from  marine  animals,  produced  in or 
imported  into the Community".  Undor  the Resolution receipts froc this tax 
... ; ... l9  'r 
would  be  assigned to the Community. 
This  second  step would  involve the  introduction of a  tax on  fats,  the 
income  from  which  would  not  be  allowed  to  exceed 87.5  million u.a. 
2.  Increased  pm·mrs  for the European Parliament  in budgetary rna~  , 
( 
\ 
This resolution is a  corollary of the  previous  one  since the creation of 
financial  resources for the Community  should be  accompanied  by  increased financial 
control by the Parliament. 
The  text  of this Resolution states that  the Council,  having noted: 
(a)  Its resolution  :128/64/CEE  on  the taxation of margarine; 
(b)  The  Commission's  proposal of 9 December  1964  on  the  introduction 
of this tax; 
(o)  The  opinion of the European Parliament  that the  Community  should not  be 
allotted funds  of its own  unless there were  a  parallel reinforcement  of 
financial control and,  since this cannot  be  exercised by the national 
Parliaments,  that  the  relevant  powers  should be  given to the European 
Parliament, 
decides to follow up  its earlier statement. on this subject  included  in the  minutes 
of the  meeting of 23  December  1963.  This  means  that the Council has agreed to 
turn its attention once  again to this rather thorny problem and  to find  a  solutio~ 
to the  question of budgetary control. 
3.  General  problems  regarding the  future  of agriculture in the Community 
This  resolution is perhaps the most  important  of the  four because it 
deals with the future  of agriculture  in the  Community  at  large. 
The  text  includes a  wholQ  series of considerations which  begin With  the 
present  situation in the animal breeding sector and  pass  on  to re-examine the common 
agricultural policy. 
.  .. ; ... \  It  •  :·  ,":  •  '  '  ••:  .  'I 
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} 
r•  '~'!'he  Council  streeeaJ;~ the  extent ·31tW. ·-tp'b*fano'fi(:'on  ~the milk-prochlots ·-
market,  the difficulties created in market~~  ;!l'.ur.plu,~es  and the financial 
consequences  entailed.  The  seriousness of the  present  situation proves that 
price qnd  market  polioy are  not  sufficient  of .the~~elve~ to ensure  a  fair return 
\  to  le~s-favoured milk  prod~ers.  It l'till be  rie®~<~herefore to adopt 
measures dealing with the  structure of agriculture. on the· one  he.nd  and, on  t!1o 
~  othe~ social measures  which  can be  adapted to conditions in various  regions. 
Obviously the  introduction .of  measures  of this kind  go~.JJ far beyond  the limits 
of the  milk problem as such because it is a  matter bf·~~g  into ~&ration 
a  system which  would,  in its entirety,  ensure adequate 'inqomes  and  living 
condi  tiona  for all farmers.  However,  thore is still a  .need  for the early 
adoption of the  proposed  regUlations for ·applying th(;l  Etifs:gle -pribe  .. l!ystem to the 
milk  products  and  beef and  veal  sectors and the amount  of time available for 
discussion is therefore necessarily short. 
'·. ·· :·Jt9c,v;,;J;lg ,listed all these  points,  the text  goes  on  to  discus-s--1;~ types 
of action whi'<Jh'  t!W Council proposes to take.  First  and  foremost I  it interxls to 
introduce the. 's:inglo !pria·e  system in the  sec  tolls o0ncerned at the earliest 
,possible date,'.a.t}d,  in' tn~  s~~~~pla.oe,  it...~~  ~o  re.~x,amin~  ~-!l th,e  problems 
coimec~ed.  !'fi  th~~a·:  ftit\i.re ·of  ~¢0.,uitu~e  1, ,_¥}tli:~~ticu.l~P-.;teference to structural 
solutions' in all their economic'  soci'a:l E;U1d  regiqnal aspects ,using a.s  a  basis: 
(a)  The  annual  report  on  the state of agriculture and agricultural markets 
{~ the Community,  and 
(b)  A  ~·mcmot"and.um which- the  Commissi'on  intendQ. to submit  to the Council with 
a  view to elaborating a  common  approach to'the problem and  drafting the 
resultant  measures  in the field of policy.on the  structure of agriculture. 
4·  The  target  price  and the  intervention measures for the 1968/69  marketing year 
This  final resolution refers to five  principles which,  if agreed to by the 
Member  States,  would  make  it possible in practice to reach a  large measure  of 
agreement  on  the contents of the  milk regulation.  Those  five  points are  as follows: 
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(a)  Definition of  t?~ target  ~ri~:  The  definition &ivan in tho  proposed 
regulation on the common  organization of the markets  in the  milk and 
milk products  sector is, abolished"J  -. __ , - ) 
(:: ) 
(c) 
~vel of the target price:  A target  price  of 10.30 units of account 
per  lCO  kg, do livered dairy is fixed  for. milk with a  fat  conterrt- -
f  3 
~of 
0  •  /;v? 
Intervention price for butter: 
account  per ioo  kg; 
This ilr fixed  ar~l70-units or· 
(d)  Rebaj:e  for  skim milk used for animal  feed:  A reb?J.ie  is fixed  which ·  ~·  · 
is equal to 1.5 units of account  for 100 kg for liquid skim milk and 
8.25 units of account  per 100 kg for  skim milk powder; 
\  • 
t 
(e)  Support  measures  for  cheese:  An intervention price wilt be  fixed  for 
Parmigiano-Reggiano and  Grana  padano cheeses  so as to stabilize market 
prices for these.  The  purpose  of this is to give to milk  producers  in 
those  areas of the Community  where  cheese  is the  most  important  end-
product  of the  milk  sector,  the  same  guarantee as regards the  price of 
milk for processing as existing intervention measures  already  provide~or 
butter nhd  skin·milk.  The  possibility of granting aid to private 
stocks of these cheeses is also being considered  • 
.  .  .  I ... 
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SlAUGHTERHOUSES  IN  THE  EEC 
PARI'  II 
CONTfiiBUTION  TO  AN  ANALYSIS  OF  THE  MOST  IMPOI!TANT  OPERATING  CONDITIONS 
.  •.  f  .  '  . 
Int~arnal Information on Agriculture  No.  18 
Th~ first part of .this eurvey,wnioh appeared as No.  17 in the present 
series,  reviewed the position of slaughterhouses in the Community  and the 
relat:i,:onship between them ani livestock and  meat.  markets. ·  It outlined the main 
features of the network of slaughterhouses in the irdividual Member  States. 
The  second part analyses the most  important  operating oondi  tions of 
individual slaughterhouses from the eoonomic  point  of view ~ith reference~~ocboth 
deliveries of slaughter stock and  meat  marketing. 
The  survey ems with the general oo:nolusiona  which can be  drawn from its 
examination of the situation. 
In selecting the location of new  slaughterhouses a  choice has to be made 
between producing and  oons'lliiling  areas.  The  survey compares the marketing network 
for stock with that for meat,  with particular reference to transport costs for 
stock and  meat  and  the technical and commercial considerations linked with choosing 
between .the .. two.  , Apart,. from the question of long dista,noes for which  stock 
transport oosts are higher - the commorcial  advantngelt arguing ·in ·t>a?ot.U'' ot  ~111Gat 
marketing are  often~d.ecisive.  llhey  mu.at·a<;~wever be weighed against -·slaughtering  .. 
costs  and the operating oonditiona.of.slaughterhousea.  ·  -~· 23 
The  study therefore  atte~pts to relate produotio• costs to  slaughterhouse 
capacity.  Production costs fall rapidly once  capacity rises to somewhere  betweel·  -~ 
8  000  and  10  000  tons;  similarly the utilization rate of slaughtering facilities 
is a  decisive factor in determrntng 1;he  level of production oosts.  As  was  shown 1 
in Pe.rt  I  of the  survey,  the  present utilization rate  of  slaughterhouses in the 
EEC  is generally speaking very low,  barely exceeding 30% • 
. However,  tha.  .. ai.ze. of.'  .... :tha. slaughterhouse - and the  livestock dens-ity of  t~e 
producing area - also determines  the  size of the area supplying the  slaughterhouse 
and  co~sequently the cost  of transporting animals to it.  The  survey concludes 
that transport costs are no  bar to the building of large-oapacity'slaughterhouses 
in producing areas.provided.the  stock density is sufficiently high. 
Having consiqered all the factors which  would  permit  of possible future 
localising of production and  consumption,  the  survey discusses the elements of a 
programme  for modernizing Community  slaughterhouses. 
At  present the network of slaughterhouses is not  up  to standard;  there 
are too  many  - particularly puQlic  ones;  they are  ~utdated and  too many  fail to 
meet  modern  sanit~ry requirements.  Another striking feature  is the  increase  in 
the number  of direct-order slaughterhouses and  the difficulties being experienced 
by public  slaughterhouses. 
The  Community's  network of slaughterhouses therefore needs  to be  redesigned. 
Any  steps taken in this direction should however bear the following essential 
requirements in mind: 
(a)  The  necessary investment  must  be kept  within bounds  by,  a'foiding over-
lapping; 
(b)  The  overall cost  of slaughtering must·be kept  as  low  as  possible; 
(c)  The  interests of' pr~ucers and  consumers alike  must  be  safeguarded; 
(d)  The  marketing network must  be  improved. 
This calls for co-ordinated effort at national level in the  Member 
States.  Capacity should be  so  planned with reference to regular and  continual 
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slaughtering - allowing for seasonal variations - eo  that the utilization rate 
is as high as possible. 
Save _in  exceptional· c·a.see  c~pac"lty should be  at  least 8  000  tone-
of meat.  If slaughterhouses  were  equipped with conveyor belts or continuous 
production systems,  operations could be  carried out by specialized teams. 
Since  financing costs represent  a  considerable proportion of production costs, 
these  should be  kept  as  low  as possible.  Financial independence  and  operating 
autonomy  should make  it possible for public  slm~.<shterhouees to improve  their 
rate of capacity utilization and.  thus :reduce  thr:>i.::.·  production oosts. 
An  improvement  in capacity utilization could be  achieved either by 
building new  estn.bli·_'-_rn  ~ts or by  corrr:_~i"lg f'x;dit:r;- ones  and  reducing their 
number.  Such  an  i~aproi.'om..:;-·J;  is p"'!L.; .:  1.1.::·l;y  .:.r.po:..~tc:1-t  for slaughterhouses 
attached to stock markets  wln.ch  frequr.:: ... J.t:.y  ope:c2te;  ')n  a  few  days  only. 
The  construction of  slaughterhou~es, and the  size of these,  must 
continue to depend  on  t!J.c  intensity of  lJ  ·res~ock production in a  given area and 
on  vrhethor  the area is a  surplus  or a  ,:eL.cit  one.  In thickly populated 
areas  looTi th a  meat  surplus,  it would  be  be"!; tor to  provi<le  storage facilities 
and cutting-rooms attached to the meat  markets rather than build new  slaughter-
houses. 
This  study may  be  obtained from  the Directorate-General for Agriculture of 
the Commission  of the European Communities,  Directorate for Agricultural 
Economics  and  LegislR.tion,  Division ''Balance  Sheets,  Studies ani  Information" 
(129  rue  Stevin,  Bruusels).  It is available in Frenoh  and  a.  German  transla-
tion is baing prepared. 